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Defect imaging with guided waves in a pipe
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Guided wave techniques are expected to become an effective means for rapid, long-range inspection

of pipes. Such techniques still have many practical difficulties in application, however, due to the

complex characteristics of guided waves such as dispersion and their multimodal nature. A defect

imaging technique is developed in this study to overcome the complexities of guided wave

inspection. Received signals are separated into single-mode waveforms with a mode extraction

technique and then spatial waveforms on the pipe surface at an arbitrary time are reconstructed. The

predicted waveforms can provide a defect image at the moment when an incident wave arrives at a

defect region, which is based on a time-reversal technique. This defect imaging technique is

experimentally verified using eight signals detected at eight different circumferential positions.

Images of artificial defects are obtained with one-hole and two-hole test pipes, and increasing the

frequency of incident waves increases the resolution of the images. Holes and pipe ends are

recognizable in the images, but the reconstructed images contain some errors in the area behind the

defects where guided waves do not propagate or do not reflect back to the receiving transducers.

© 2005 Acoustical Society of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1862572#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Lq, 43.60.Fg, 43.20.Mv @YHB# Pages: 2134–2140

I. INTRODUCTION

A nondestructive evaluation ~NDE! technique for pipe-

work has been developed using guided waves acting as ul-

trasonic modes propagating longitudinally in a pipe. Guided

wave NDE is expected to become a rapid long-range inspec-

tion technique1,2 in which an inspection tool emits guided

waves from an accessible part of a pipe, then detects re-

flected or transmitted guided waves from damaged areas of

the pipe that are inaccessible ~such as buried or coated re-

gions!. Because guided waves propagate as forward or back-

ward traveling waves, transducers lined up on the circumfer-

ence of a pipe can fully detect reflected waves or transmitted

waves. Reflected and transmitted waves contain all of the

information about reflective walls and scattering objects. If

the detected signals are processed properly, most of this in-

formation can be acquired. This characteristic of guided

waves is highly beneficial for NDE when considering that

not all energy due to refraction and scattering can be detected

by NDE using bulk waves.

Guided waves in a pipe, however, have multimodal and

dispersive characteristics similar to Lamb waves.3,4 These

distinctive characteristics make it difficult to evaluate pipe

damage and defects with sufficient accuracy and reliability

using conventional pulse-echo and pitch–catch techniques to

measure amplitude and velocity. For example, the phase and

amplitude of signals received from a transducer will often be

completely different even at one wavelength away in the

longitudinal direction. This is because guided waves are a

superposition of many modes having different wavelengths

and wave structures. And, because these characteristics of

guided waves depend on diameter, thickness, and the mate-

rial properties of the pipe, the results obtained from one pipe

test cannot be directly applied to other types of pipes.

Easy-to-use axisymmetric modes have therefore been

adopted for guided wave inspections. Axisymmetric modes

have a wide nondispersive region in the dispersion curves,

particularly an axisymmetric torsional mode T~0,1! having

constant phase and group velocities over all frequency re-

gions. As such, incident pulse signals of axisymmetric modes

maintain their waveforms and propagate long distances with

a high signal-to-noise ratio. Also, single axisymmetric modes

can be detected easily using axisymmetric transducers with

no mixing of nonaxisymmetric modes.

However, because axisymmetric modes propagate no in-

formation concerning the circumferential direction ~such as

circumferential location, maldistribution, or size of defects!

and defect characterization cannot be accomplished in an

axisymmetric mode, several studies on nonaxisymmetric

modes of guided waves in a pipe have been recently pre-

sented. Ditri5 investigated scattering waves from a circum-

ferential crack using the S-parameter formalism and ad-

dressed the possibility of crack sizing. Lowe et al.6 and

Alleyne et al.7 analyzed mode converted guided waves from

part-circumferential notches in a pipe both experimentally,

using the mode extraction technique, and theoretically, using

a finite element model. Li and Rose8 experimentally verified

the angular profile of guided waves that were estimated by

normal mode expansion theory, and determined the position

of transducers for defect detection. Demma et al.9 investi-

gated the reflected guided waves from a part-circumferential

notch when a torsional axisymmetric mode is emitted, both

experimentally and through FE analysis.

In this paper we describe a defect imaging technique, in

which nonaxisymmetric modes, as well as an axisymmetric

mode, are considered and an image of defects is obtained

after appropriate signal processing. Guided wave propaga-

tion at an arbitrary time and point on the surface of a pipe is

predicted by a combination of the mode extraction techniquea!Corresponding author; electronic mail: hayashi@nitech.ac.jp
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with the reconstruction of spatial waveforms. This technique

is based on the time-reversed method proposed by Ing and

Fink3 in the sense that received waveforms are played back,

but mode extraction and the reconstruction process are re-

quired.

The mode extraction technique, which is based on

Lowe’s method but includes negative circumferential orders,

is described first, and defect imaging is described in detail.

This imaging technique is then experimentally verified for

one-hole and two-hole pipes at various frequencies.

II. THEORY

A. Circumferential mode extraction

The normal mode expansion technique gives the dis-

placement on the surface of a pipe for a harmonic wave

exp(2ivt) using the cylindrical coordinate system (r ,u ,z) as

u~u ,z ,t !5 (
n52`

1`

(
m51

1`

anm exp~ inu1iknmz2ivt !, ~1!

where n and anm represent the circumferential order number

~family! and the amplitude of the mth mode in the nth family,

respectively.10–12 Wave numbers knm consist of several

propagating modes with real values and an infinite number of

nonpropagating ~evanescent! modes having complex

values.12

Torsional modes T(n ,m) dominated mainly by a dis-

placement in the circumferential direction are now consid-

ered. For additional details about indices n and m, the reader

should refer to Ref. 13, and to the dispersion curves of Fig.

1. Normally, guided wave NDE uses propagating modes with

real wave numbers knm . For axisymmetric torsional modes

T(0,m), the minimum frequencies above which the mth

propagating modes occur ~the cutoff frequencies! are given

for general-purpose pipes when the pipe wall thickness is

small compared to the radius as

f c5

cT

2d
~m21 !, ~2!

where cT and d are the transverse wave velocity and the

thickness of the pipe, respectively. General-purpose pipes,

such as schedule pipes, are at most approximately 15 mm

thick with a transverse wave velocity of approximately 3200

m/s. The cutoff frequency for m52 is therefore greater than

106 kHz in Eq. ~2!. When we consider the frequency range

from 20 to 100 kHz, used widely in long-range pipe inspec-

tions, modes greater than m52 can be neglected. The dis-

placement on the surface of a pipe in Eq. ~1! can be rewritten

as

u~u ,z ,t !5 (
n52`

1`

an exp~ inu1iknz2ivt !, ~3!

where an1[an and kn1[kn , in order to simplify the repre-

sentation.

Signals received in a small section r0 du at z5zR and

u5u are given by u(u ,zR ,t)r0 du . Multiplying a weight

function exp(2inEu) against the term u(u ,zR ,t)r0 du , and

integrating this with respect to u, gives extracted waveforms

of the nEth circumferential mode as

unE

ext~zR ,t !5E
0

2p

u~u ,zR ,t !exp~2inEu !r0 du

52pr0anE
exp~ iknE

zR2ivt !. ~4!

In practice, receiving sensors are not infinitesimal as in-

dicated by r0 du , and the number of receiving points is fi-

nite. Assuming N receiving positions in the circumferential

direction at regular intervals as

uk5

2p

N
~k21 !, ~5!

and assuming that a displacement is detected in the region

with an aperture of u052p/N , then the received signals u
5uk and z5zR are given by

uR~uk ,zR ,t !5E
uk2u0/2

uk1u0/2

u~u ,zR ,t !r0 du

5r0 (
n52`

1`

an f n~u0!exp~ inuk1iknzR2ivt !,

~6!

where

f n~u0!5H u0 , for n50,

2 sin~nu0/2!

n
, for nÞ0.

~7!

Then, multiplying by the weight function exp(2inEuk) and

summing with respect to k gives, similar to Eq. ~4!, the ex-

tracted waveforms

unE

ext~zR ,t !5r0 (
k51

N

(
n52`

1`

an f n~u0!

3exp$i~n2nE!uk1iknzR2ivt%

'r0anE
f nE

~u0!exp~ iknE
zR2ivt !. ~8!

It should be noted here that Eq. ~8! holds under the condition

of unEu<N/221, because modes lower than nE are super-

posed in Eq. ~8! for unEu>N/2. In dispersion curves for tor-

sional modes, those modes higher than n58 do not propa-

gate in the frequency regions used in this study ~30–70 kHz!.
Also, for the highly dispersive modes of n54 – 7, the de-

tected signals become very broad, and only a very small part

FIG. 1. Group velocity dispersion curves of torsional modes for an alumi-

num pipe with outer diameter5111 mm and thickness53.5 mm.
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of the energy of these modes can be recorded. Therefore,

eight different circumferential positions are used to detect the

guided waves in later experiments. This corresponds to N

58, and the main propagating modes from n523 to 13

can be extracted.

B. Waveform prediction of dispersive modes and
reconstruction of defect images

If the diameter, thickness, and material properties of a

pipe are given, then the wave numbers knE
and phase veloci-

ties cnE
of the extracted modes can be theoretically obtained.

Once the wave numbers knE
are given, multiplying

exp$iknE
(z2zR)% against the extracted waveforms uext(zR ,t)

obtained from received signals at z5zR yields predicted

waveforms of the nEth mode at z5z as

unE

ext~zR ,t !exp$iknE
~z2zR!%

'r0anE
f nE

~u0!exp~ iknE
z2ivt !5unE

ext~z ,t !. ~9!

Equation ~9! is for a harmonic wave of frequency v. In ac-

tual experiments, extracted waveforms in the frequency do-

main are obtained by FFT first, and then a series of data

multiplied by exp$iknE
(z2zR)% are transformed back to the

time domain by inverse FFT. This process was presented as a

dispersion reduction technique for dispersive Lamb waves by

Wilcox et al.14

From Eq. ~6!, waveforms received with uniform weight

in the region having an aperture of u0 at an arbitrary point

(u ,z) on the surface of a pipe are given by

uR~u ,z ,t !5r0 (
n52`

1`

an f n~u0!exp~ inu1iknz2ivt !.

~10!

Using the predicted extracted waveforms un
ext(z ,t) obtained

by Eq. ~9!, Eq. ~10! can be rewritten as

uR~u ,z ,t !5 (
n52`

n51`

un
ext~z ,t !exp~ inu !. ~11!

This equation shows that multiplying exp(inu) against

un
ext(z ,t) obtained in Eq. ~9! gives waveforms detected by a

receiving transducer with aperture u0 at an arbitrary point.

The fact that reflected waves from defects are detected at

N different circumferential positions ~Fig. 2! is now consid-

ered. A T~0,1! mode is emitted at z5zS toward the defects in

the 2z direction. The T~0,1! incident wave is reflected back

from the defects in the 1z direction, and the reflected wave-

forms are detected by N receiving transducers located at z

5zR . From the N received signals, spatial waveforms at an

arbitrary time can be predicted like snapshots at all of the

time steps. Since the reflected waveforms are very large at

the moment of reflection from a reflective object, the snap-

shot at this moment shows an image of the reflective object.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

Figure 3 shows a schematic figure of the experimental

setup used in this study. A magnetostrictive sensor ~MS sen-

sor! consisting of a nickel plate adhered to the pipe surface

and a coil wound on the nickel plate, is used for generating a

T~0,1! mode.15 The nickel plates are magnetized in the cir-

cumferential direction and serve as bias magnetic fields. Al-

ternating voltage as four-cycle sinusoidal waves of 30, 50,

and 70 kHz are applied to the coil, generating vibration in

the circumferential direction by magnetostriction. Two mag-

netostrictive sensors are used to double the T~0,1! mode sig-

nals by applying a time delay to one forward-located sensor

~MS sensor2 in Fig. 3!. A function generator ~NF corpora-

tion, WF1944A! and a power amplifier ~NF corporation,

HSA4051! are used to apply rf signals to the coils.

An electromagnetic acoustic transducer ~EMAT! is

adopted for noncontact measurements. The experiments of

this study require accurate waveform measurements at many

different circumferential positions; therefore, noncontact

measurement with EMATs is more suitable than contact

methods strongly affected by contact pressure and the thick-

ness of the coupling material. The EMAT used in the experi-

ment consists of two permanent magnets ~NEOMAX,

NEOMAX Co. Ltd., 15 mm36 mm310 mm! and sheet coils

fabricated by a printed circuit technique. The EMAT is flex-

ible so that it fits the curvature of the pipe. The sheet coil and

FIG. 2. Schematic setup for defect imaging.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup.
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permanent magnets of the EMAT are arranged to receive

shear horizontal waves by Lorentz forces. This transducer,

then, receives vibration mainly in the circumferential

direction.16 In order to receive displacement in the region of

1/8 of the circumference, the EMAT is designed to be 44 mm

in width. Signals received at the EMAT are magnified 40 dB

by a preamplifier and are recorded after 10 signal averagings.

The test objects for this study are aluminum pipes of 4 m

in length, 111 mm in diameter, and 3.5 mm in thickness with

a longitudinal wave velocity cL56260 m/s and a transverse

wave velocity cT53080 m/s. The defects are located 0.5 m

from the pipe end and one meter from MS sensor1 ~Fig. 3!.
Backward waves may propagate in a direction opposite to

the defects, but in this study the test pipes are large enough

to separate the necessary signals from the unwanted signals

that come from the other side of the pipe.

The receiving EMAT is positioned 1.2 m from the de-

fects and measures signals at eight different circumferential

positions. The artificial defects are through-holes of 10 mm

in diameter and are located at 0° for the one-hole test pipe

and at 0° and 90° for the two-hole test pipe, in the circum-

ferential direction, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! are the waveforms detected at

eight different circumferential positions ~0°, 45°, 90°, 135°,

180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°! for a one-hole test pipe and 50

kHz incidence. Large signals around 1000 ms are backwall

echoes from the pipe end 1.5 and 1.7 m in distance from

excitation MS sensor1 and the receiving EMAT, respectively.

Small signals between 500 and 1000 ms are echoes from the

defect. Figure 4~b! shows the waveforms of Fig. 4~a! after

amplification to discern the waveforms of the defect echoes.

The backwall echoes and incident waves around t50 ms are

unnecessary for defect imaging, so all signals from 330 to

980 ms are extracted, and other amplitudes are assumed to be

zero.

B. Prediction of waveforms reflected at a pipe defect

Figure 5 shows spatial waveforms at three different

times predicted by the above process using the detected

waveforms of Fig. 4. All images show absolute values of

spatial waveforms normalized by the maximum amplitude of

spatial waveforms at all time steps. Since ~a! t5195 ms is a

time when the incident T~0,1! mode has not yet arrived at the

defect, the predicted waveform ~a! does not give a defect

image. In ~b!, the moment when the incident T~0,1! mode

arrives at the defect, a distinct spot with high intensity is

present at approximately 1.2 m from the receivers and 0°,

which agrees well with the position of the artificial defect.

After ~b!, the waveforms spread out from the defect, as can

be seen in ~c!.

C. Effect of frequency on the predicted waveforms

Next, snapshots of the predicted waveforms in the one-

hole pipe at t5325 ms are shown in Fig. 6 for a four-cycle

sinusoidal incidence of 30 and 70 kHz. For ~a! 30 kHz, the

high-intensity spot becomes broad in both the longitudinal

and circumferential directions, indicating lower resolution.

On the other hand, a better result with higher resolution is

obtained in both directions for ~b! 70 kHz.

Since resolution in the longitudinal direction is deter-

mined by a wave disturbance zone, then in the case of four-

FIG. 4. Waveforms detected at eight different circumferential positions. ~a!
rf signals; ~b! amplified representation of ~a!.

FIG. 5. Snapshots of predicted waveforms at various moments. ~a! t

5195 ms, ~b! t5325 ms, ~c! t5455 ms.
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cycle incidence, four times the wavelength is taken as the

high-intensity zone. Circumferential resolution is determined

by the order of detectable circumferential modes. In the fre-

quency region of approximately 30 kHz, modes of orders

higher than T~3,1! cannot be detected due to the cutoff fre-

quency, and the T~2,1! and T~3,1! modes have large disper-

sion. It is expected, therefore, that signals within the given

gate (t5330 to 980 ms! do not contain all of the energy of

the T~2,1! and T~3,1! modes, causing low resolution in the

circumferential direction. In contrast, in the high-frequency

region of approximately 70 kHz, since higher-order modes

such as T~2,1! and T~3,1! have low-dispersion characteris-

tics, most of the energy of the higher-order modes can be

obtained, resulting in higher resolution in the circumferential

direction.

Figure 7 shows snapshots at the moment when the inci-

dent T~0,1! mode arrives at the defects (t5325 ms) for a

two-hole test pipe with through-holes at 0° and 90° in the

three different frequency regions. In the 30 and 50 kHz de-

fect images, single broad dark regions can be seen, the cen-

ters of which are located at about 45°. In the 70 kHz defect

image, however, two distinct dark spots can be seen at 0° and

90°, at 1.2 m.

The dark zones even at 70 kHz for both one-hole and

two-hole test pipes are shown to be larger than the artificial

holes of 10 mm in diameter. We can expect that the dark

zones become closer to the circle 10 mm in diameter at

higher frequencies. However, since the predicted waveform,

as shown in Eq. ~10!, denotes the waveform at (u ,z ,t) mea-

sured by the receiving transducer with an aperture of u0

52p/N , the resolution in the circumferential direction is

theoretically limited to the aperture of receiving transducers

u052p/N .

D. Defect imaging considering the arrival region
of the incident wave

In Figs. 5–7, which show the waveforms predicted from

the received signals, the defect images are obtained as snap-

shots at the moment that the incident T~0,1! mode arrives at

FIG. 6. Predicted waveforms for various frequencies at t5325 ms. ~a! 30

kHz, t5325 ms; ~b! 70 kHz, t5325 ms.

FIG. 7. Predicted waveforms at t5325 ms for a two-hole test pipe and

various frequencies. ~a! 30 kHz, ~b! 50 kHz, ~c! 70 kHz.
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a defect region. However, when reflection objects are located

at different longitudinal locations, information on the reflec-

tion objects in the longitudinal direction cannot be obtained

in one snapshot. In this section we describe defect imaging in

which such reflection objects are shown in one image. Sum-

ming up the images of predicted waveforms at all time steps

only in the arrival region of incident wave T~0,1! provides an

image of reflection objects, such as defects, pipe ends, weld

lines, and branches. Acquiring an image of the two holes and

pipe end using the received signals that produced the snap-

shot image of Fig. 7~c! is now considered. The image in Fig.

7~c! was obtained by gating the received signals between 330

and 980 ms in order to avoid backwall echoes. In the follow-

ing process, however, the signals are gated between 330 and

1200 ms in order to include reflection waves from the pipe

end.

Now, consider the arrival region of an incident T~0,1!
mode at a certain time t, which is from z5cTt2ll to z

5cTt , where l and l are the number of cycles and the wave-

length of the incident burst waves, respectively. If reflective

walls, such as defects, exist in this region, then the predicted

waveforms of the reflected waves become large. In contrast,

if there are no reflective objects present, then the predicted

waveforms become zero. Thus, summing up the absolute val-

ues of the predicted waveforms in the regions for all time

steps gives an image of the reflective objects. This is shown

in Fig. 8, in which a reflective object with high intensity is

present at approximately 1.7 m from the receivers, and two

round reflective objects with low intensity are present at 1.2

m, u50° and u590°. The two dark regions at 1.2 m agree

well with the two artificial holes. The dark region at 1.7 m

should indicate the pipe ends, but is not symmetric with re-

spect to the pipe axis and has a nonreflecting region behind

the two holes. It is considered that this region cannot be

reconstructed as an image due to scattering at the holes and

multiple reflections between the holes and the pipe end.

However, it is confirmed that this imaging technique has a

potential for providing images of reflective objects having

longitudinal distributions.

E. Possible errors by measurement conditions

The imaging technique using guided waves presented

herein is applicable when guided wave modes can be per-

fectly separated and dispersion curves are theoretically ob-

tained. However, it is possible to superpose unwanted modes

and to change a defect image due to the characteristic of the

receivers. In this study, we assume that the EMATs detect

only horizontal shear vibration by Lorentz force, but the

EMATs can also detect unexpected longitudinal or out-of-

plane vibrations. In contrast, if we can separately detect vi-

brations in all directions and extract flexural modes as well

as torsional modes, better defect images can be obtained.

Random noise, largely detected as shown in Fig. 4, may

also distort defect images. However, random noise interfer-

ing with received signals is reduced in the summation with

respect to k in Eq. ~8!. Therefore, the dark defect zone in Fig.

5~b! appears large compared with other noisy regions. This

indicates the robustness of the defect imaging technique

against random noise interfering with each waveform.

In this technique, however, the sensitivity of the trans-

ducers at all receiving points should coincide because all

signals are added and subtracted in the imaging process.

Since we use one EMAT for receiving at eight positions in

this study, this error must be small, but when using the con-

tact technique, in which it is difficult to control contact pres-

sure and the thickness of the coupling medium, sensitivity

mismatching could result in large distortion in defect images.

In order to investigate the influence of differences in sensor

sensitivity, Fig. 9 shows the defect images when specific sig-

nals cannot be properly obtained, for a two-hole test pipe and

70 kHz incidence. Signals were gated from 330 to 980 ms in

order to obtain only images of defects and to avoid pipe

ends. The defect image in Fig. 9~a! was constructed by using

all of the signals, the same signals that were used to obtain

Figs. 7~c! and 8. Figures 9~b! and 9~c! were obtained by

replacing the first signals received at u50° and the first two

signals at u50°, 45° with zero-valued samples, respectively,

showing the typical case when a portion of the signals cannot

be detected due to transducer trouble in practical testing. In

Fig. 9~d!, only the first signals at u50° are phase-reversed

and the other signals are the same, indicating an insufficient

contact condition for the contact-type transducers, or a dif-

ference in sensor sensitivity. Comparing Figs. 9~a!, 9~b!, and

9~c!, as the number of zero signals increases, a more un-

wanted dark zone can be seen in the images. In Fig. 9~d!, a

very large distortion of the defect images can be seen, al-

though only one waveform was reversed. These results re-

veal that differences in transducer sensitivity, as well as a

lack of signals, may cause large image distortion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Defect imaging with guided waves was described. A de-

fect image in a pipe was obtained as a spatial waveform by

processing signals detected at many different circumferential

positions. After a detailed theoretical description, the defect

imaging technique was experimentally verified using eight

signals detected at eight different circumferential points.

In defect imaging tests for 30, 50, and 70 kHz four-cycle

sinusoidal waves, higher resolutions in both the longitudinal

and circumferential directions were obtained at higher fre-

quencies. Reconstructed images for two-hole and one-hole

pipes agreed well with the test pipes. Moreover, a pipe end

FIG. 8. Imaging of defects and a pipe end.
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behind two holes could be seen in the image, but an unde-

tectable region was found just behind the holes.

In this study, we used only torsional modes and shear

horizontal vibration. From a theoretical point of view, the

imaging technique described herein can be applied to longi-

tudinal and flexural modes. Because flexural modes in re-

flected waves from defects were detectable, combining this

technique with other modes should enhance the defect im-

ages.
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FIG. 9. Defect images when specific signals cannot be properly obtained, for a two-hole test pipe and 70 kHz incidence. ~a! All signals considered. ~b! The

first signals received at u50° are replaced with zero-valued samples. ~c! The first two signals received at u50° and u545° are replaced with zero-valued

samples. ~d! The first signals at u50° are phase-reversed.
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